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Merry Christmas

Rumbling Hearts needed some retro vehicles to
show off their retro fashions and there is no
better place to find old cars than at MVEC.

That's Millie Devine, Scarlett Ribbon, Sweet
Viper and Carolyn Wilson sending you big
smiles and best wishes at Christmas time.
And if you need some ladies retro fashion you
can find them at https://
www.rumblinghearts.com.au/

Rob Balfour’s Stanley Steamer
The first time my eyes latched on to a steam
driven car was at Adelaide's Down Under London to Brighton event a couple of years ago. I
couldn't believe my eyes were seeing this magnificent thing coming down the road surrounded
by its own cloud of steam. And when it sounded
its horn it sounded just like a giant steam locomotive. Pretty impressive. But when it got closer
and parked up it got even more impressive. It
had tricky bits like giant snakes that belched
steam. The only catch was that there were a lot
I loved the snake. The snake looks like a Boa constrictor
of people present , all of them wanted to talk to
horn but it was made especially for this car in UK. Apart
the owner, and to squeeze in a proper interview
from honking like a normal horn it also hisses like any
was unlikely so I just enjoyed looking, and listen- self respecting snake should.
ing and being impressed.
Then again sometimes it gets real excited!
Move forward to this year's Bay to Birdwood, and
because of all the crap to do with virus restrictions the
veteran entrants all met at another location to travel to the
official start in a group, so all the veteran cars could
travel together. A bit of a spectacle maybe. Anyhow
while we were waiting for the appropriate time for the
group to move off we were just having a chat and I found
myself talking to the owner of that very same steam powered car, and he pointed out it was parked just over yonder and would I have time for a quick spin round the
block? Would I? And there we were choof choofing
down the road with a quick blast of that train whistle
(which is accompanied with a large cloud of steam) and

cruizin. And it was just fantastic.
Probably a couple of steps better
than fantastic! The only noise is a
quiet choof choof from underneath, a bit reminiscent of a train
but very distant. Being a steam
engine there is no clutch or gearbox so no moans of grinds. It just
moves along, and quite sprightly
too. Of course with a bloody great
steam whistle and a giant snake
that belches steam, you have to
vent them both fairly regularly.
The owner, Rob Balfour wasn't
going in the bay to Birdwood, he
was just out for a spin, but I did
get an invite to come and check
out the 1909 Stanley model Z. A
couple of weeks later I found there
were a lot
more goodies
in his shed as
well as the
Stanley
Steamer...
The 1916
Ford model
T started its
reborn life
when found
in a paddock
near Bathurst
in NSW in
1986 with a
tree growing
through its
chassis. The
bloke that
discovered it
was a collector that had a
thought to
The model T today has a lot more bling than it did
build an authentic looking farm vehicle with it. So it
was restored to look as a dilapidated buckboard and he when I last saw it in 2013 (below) but it is still identifiable by the rally badges.
used it at rallies as such. The next owner was also in
NSW but he was able to buy a kit to convert it into a
speedster on the cheap. It seems someone had ordered
the kit, manufactured by Rootlieb in America, but had
then not gone ahead with the purchase, so the set of
body panels was offered at a discount price to get rid
of it. But the new owner also wanted the car to perform
a bit better and fitted an overhead valve Rajo head to
it. Back in its heyday, there were many firms manufacturing hot-up bits for these cars and Rajo was one of

the more popular ones. Attached to
the Rajo head was a pair of Holley
NH carbs (the standard single carb
for the car) and a set of exhaust headers into a large diameter system. I
came across this vehicle during a national rally "Lizzies convene in
2013" and the owner showed me an
advertisement from back in the days
and explained he had built the car to
look like the picture. He had done a
good job. It looked remarkably like
the poster. And I took pics of it and
under the bonnet of the famed Rajo
head. So when I laid eyes on Rob's
car I noticed the resemblance but
when Rob explained about the Rootlieb kit I figured it was just another
example of the same thing. But when
I got back home I looked at my photos from 2013 and I could see the
rally badges on the front were the
same. This is the same car, but Rob
has tidied it up and made some
changes that certainly give it a lot more
bling! He has replaced the standard
brass radiator with a replica Livingstone variety and replaced the electric
headlights with acetylene ones and their
associated generator. And little bits
here and there, like replacing the plastic
motorbike rear view mirrors with brass
ones and racing numbers, all add up to
making the car stand out. I thought it
stood out 7 years ago but it sure stands
out a lot more now.
When Rob first laid his
hands on it one of his first
jobs was to have a new exhaust system built for it. He
gave the job to some so
called expert that took ages
to build it and in Robs
words, it was the shittiest job
he had ever done. Rob was
so pissed off the car sat
around for 4 1/2 years before
he touched it again, then because he couldn't do much
with the Corona virus restrictions on, he and a mate built
a new exhaust and this one is
just great. Rob reckons the
car runs a lot better too.

The advertisement the previous owner showed to me. He set out
to have his car look just like the picture.

The engine bay is
basically the same
but so much flasher!

This Stanley steam car was built in 1909, a
model Z. It was part of the collection of Robert
Homes a Court. It had been restored to a high
standard and boasts a plaque declaring it to have
won 1st prize in 1980 at the national judging by
the Antique Automobile club of America.
Holmes a Court was obviously impressed as he
bought it and shipped it to Australia. He
entered it in the Bay to Birdwood run but
didn't finish due to problems caused by
low water level in the boiler. It seems
you have to plan ahead a bit driving
these cars. For instance if you are about
to climb a long steep hill you have to be
certain you have enough water to get you
to the top. When under power steam cars
can use a lot of water. If you run out of
water it's not like running out of petrol,
you may fry your boiler and then you
will be going nowhere. The Stanley then
graced the floor in his car museum until
his sudden death in 1990 after which all
the cars were auctioned.
An associate of Robs bought 3 of em but he didn't
actually do anything with the Stanley and it just
sat around his place for some time until he sold it
on to Rob. At this stage the vehicle was not in
running condition. Sitting around in a museum is
not good for cars, nor is running them low on wa-

Rob and daughter Brianna out for a
days steaming. On this day they rescued a couple driving their more
conventional old car that didn't
complete the run..

Robs all girl family are
the team that keep the
Stanley steaming. Being
a 9 seater they can also
carry extras.

ter, plus it seems, the standard of workmanship of the original restoration in America
was not up to scratch. It took Rob 5 years to
get it up to speed. The body was fine but the
plumbing was in poor shape and believe me
there is a lot of plumbing in this car. All the
pipes were replaced and about half the
valves. Gauges had to be built from scratch
and there is a new boiler which has nearly
1000 tubes in it, runs at up to 600psi and is
wrapped with 3 layers of piano wire to keep
all that pressure inside. Tyres were a problem, although they still make the size, 36 x 4,
they only make em in black. This vehicle
needs whitewalls! The only way he could get
Under the bonnet you
a set was to buy the last ones in existence anywhere. It was a set dated at 30 years, but new old don't find an engine,
stock still wrapped in black paper. He made new Instead there is the
tanks and new engine cowlings and immeasurable boiler. Runs at up to
time getting information and advice from UK and 600psi.
other steam enthusiasts in Australia. It was a lot
of work and still is, but it is unreal.
No doubt you have heard how long it takes to
get a steam locomotive from stone cold to ready
to run. The Stanley is not like that at all. 30 to 40
minutes and you can be on your way. And you
can park it up and go and do your thing for as
long as it takes and when you come back it is
still all steamed up ready for you to drive off.
There is a bit of a routine at the start of the day
but Rob's all girl family share the task and it all
runs smoothly. There is a tank on the side containing Shellite which is pressurised to about
20psi. This runs a pilot light at the front of the
boiler where its main task is to heat a vaporiser
for the main fuel which is a mixture of 60/40
diesel/petrol. It also helps get the water temp
up. It takes about 20 minutes to get to the va- Behind the boiler is a mass of pipes and valves. To the right
of the photo is the blow off valve if it all gets out of hand.
porising temp during which time one of the
girls is hand pumping the main fuel tank to
120 psi. Rob is also busy oiling everything and
checking valves. He then chocks the front wheels and
jacks up one back wheel . The engine can then run
and with the back axle turning a pump pumps water
up to the boiler and also pumps 600w oil into the engine. That is a very abbreviated version of the startup.
Once the steam has done its job and is exhausted from
the engine it is piped forward to preheat the water going into the boiler before it is released to the atmosphere. And when it does, I bet there are people that
think that this car is blowing a lot of smoke.
At the front of the boiler. The white vapour is the fuel
for the pilot light that keeps things hot while the car is
waiting for some action.

If you reckon the dash is a bit complicated you would be right. One unusual
device on there is called a winker. It
winks at you every time oil gets injected
into the cylinders. If it doesn't wink, you
stop quick! Note the shiny Kero lamp
attached to the steering column facing
forward. That is the dash illumination
for night driving.

Its referred to as coffin nosed .

Some of the gauges had
to be made specially for
this car.

Copper tank on the side holds
pressurised white spirits for the
pilot light. All these tanks have
been fabricated and are works of
art.

A plaque from back in its days in the States in 1980. First prize from the
Antique Automobile Club of America.

The serpent fascinates me!

No this car does not
have worn rings!

And as every good shed should be,
every bit of available space is taken
up by other neat stuff...Check out
what's on the shelves.

These stationary engines
are all half sized replicas of
a full size engine. They all
run. Rob has the full sized
version of them in another
shed. There just isn't
enough room in this garage
for all the full size versions.

And model radial engines.
Once again part sized replicas. They run and will idle
smoothly. Rob doesn't have
the full sized version of
these.

More stationary engines, still
half sized

This engine is a baby. Called a non compressing engine I didn't quite grasp how it
works but rest assured I watched it tick over
nicely on that small jar of unleaded petrol.

Biggest mobs of
hot air engines
and hot air
engined fans.
These aren't
models but the
real thing.
The technical
name for a hot
air engine is
Stirling Cycle.

Rob fired this fan up. Just a simple kero burner.
It started running after a few seconds and within
a minute or so was shifting a tidy volume of air.
It makes a quiet knocking sound to remind you
that its running. These fans were quite widespread once upon a time. The plaque on the
Quirks fan advertised they were in most of the
capital cities.
Did you or do you have musical horns on your
car? Press a button and it plays La Cucaracha or
something? Well it turns out they had musical
horns way before electrically driven ones. Testophone they were called. Each time you squeeze the
bulb it plays a different note. They came with different amounts of trumpets for fancier tunes. Robs
got heaps of em.

And you can change the tune it plays with the turn
of a knob.

This article is taken from the WA club”s “Early Autos’ however there is certainly interest in Australia regarding
the land speed record. Check out Rosco McGlashan’s website aussieinvader.com

Free stuff
Get your free ads in here
Give stuff away, sell stuff, get information, find
a lover. Got a story to sell? Whatever you like.
Email Ted at longtelescope@gmail.com
Or phone 89886049
Deadline…. The end of the month.

Previous editions
All previous editions of Transmission are
now available at mvec.weebly.com

MG for sale. It is in good condition and very original. It
was running and registered about 6 years ago. Flossie
0418845539. Offers wanted.
White walls-Flappers.
One of my cars had white walled tyres on it. When I got
new tyres it never occurred to me to get white walled
tyres and a bit later I decided it looked drab with normal
black tyres. So I bought a set of flappers. They made the
car look great again. Then I drove the car to Katherine.
The flappers started to look sad. Then I drove to SA and
the flappers started to fall to bits. One of em came off
when the wife washed the car at the car wash. The bit on
the bead is still there but the rest of them all has disintegrated. It has also left a groove where it has worn the
tyre away too. The bottom line is if you only drive your
car a very short distance to pose off once in a while they
certainly look good, but if you are doing any miles, forget em for sure!
Rfukit St Mintabe
Had a conversation with a bloke at Marla in SA.He was
tellin me how a cop was checkin his licence and when
he saw the address on it, was convinced it wasn't a real
licence. But the cop at Marla had issued it, and the
bloke showed me the offending licence. Sure enough
the address is real, Rfukit St, Mintabe SA. Pronounce
the first letter seperately.

STUFF ON THE NET
Need a fast boat to get you to the
fishin spots faster? But using 1 gallon of fuel per second its probably
not a practical solution. Worth
checkin out though!
https://youtu.be/Cpy4cJzTqr8

Ever heard of primer spark plugs? Or an oil filter with a replaceable cartridge that is actually a roll of
dunny paper? You better check this one out too, there is some neat stuff you may have never heard of.
https://www.quora.com/What-is-something-in-an-old-car-most-people-would-not-recognize-today/
answers/168674000?ch=8&share=741dc48d&srid=3gP05

And woody wagons. It turns out they
made a lot more woody cars than I ever
heard of. Some of them are pretty cool.
https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1qr2h4LQSfMvv05hWfDm_9GIrTiexmHL/view?usp=sharing

